


- whose name was inspired by the original 
and iconic Harper torch - is a brand-new 
home for our dynamic, original, market-

leading list for young adult readers.  
We publish bestselling, award-winning 

superstars including Alice Oseman, John 
Green, David Levithan and Veronica Roth, 

alongside exciting new voices such as 
Salomey Doku, Rachel Greenlaw,  

S. F. Williamson and Lauren Wilson.  
We are passionate about stand-out, quality 
books that represent all YA readers, authors 

and stories; books that make you feel, think, 
laugh and cry; books that make a mark. SCAN TO SIGN UP TO OUR MAILING LIST
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Romance. Betrayal. Magic.

We’ve fallen hook, line and sinker for this 
irresistible romantasy.

This stunning YA debut is perfect for fans 
of Alexandra Christo, Sarah Underwood 

and Shelby Mahurin.

Why we love it!

COMPASS AND BLADE
RACHEL GREENLAW

MARCH 2024
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The bestselling novels about life, love and 
everything in between just got a beautiful new 

look, illustrated by Alice herself.

Plus, these exciting new editions contain 
never-before-seen bonus content that we 

can’t get enough of!

FROM THE BESTSELLING
CREATOR OF HEARTSTOPPER

ALICE OSEMAN
COMING 2024

Why we love them!





This iconic series changed the landscape 
of young adult fiction forever, and over 10 

years later, we’re still just as obsessed!

DIVERGENT NEW EDITIONS
VERONICA ROTH

APRIL 2024

Why we love them!

@VERONICAROTH





Our favourite type of enemies-to-lovers 
romance, from an extraordinary new voice 

in young adult fiction.

Perfect for fans of Alice Oseman and 
Becky Albertalli, this inclusive and heart-
pounding romance is simply irresistible!

LOVER BIRDS
LEANNE EGAN

JULY 2024

Why we love it!





This unputdownable mystery will have you 
guessing until the very last page, with a 
double-twist that well and truly earns its 

reputation as the young adult thriller debut 
of the year!

SILENT SISTER 
MEGAN DAVIDHIZAR

AUGUST 2024

Why we love it!

@MEGANDAVIDHIZAR





We challenge anyone not to fall head over 
heels for this gorgeous love story!

This full-colour graphic novel is the 
perfect fairy-tale for our times, and a 
must-read for fans of Heartstopper!

BRIELLE AND BEAR 
SALOMEY DOKU

SEPTEMBER 2024

Why we love it!





Fans of Karen McManus, Cynthia Murphy 
and Holly Jackson take note, because this 

explosive new thriller is for you!

Meet Layla, Kai, Liam and Fliss. These four 
have absolutely nothing in common, until the 
school bus crash that will change their lives 

and inextricably link them together, forever…

FOUR GOOD LIARS 
SARAH WISHART

OUT NOW

Why we love it!





These ground-breaking stories perfectly capture 
the complexities and joys of young adult life, 

relationships, and finding acceptance in the world.

Perfect for fans of Alice Oseman and
Adam Silvera.

DAVID LEVITHAN
NEW EDITIONS

OUT NOW

Why we love them!
DAVIDLEVITHAN.COM





Shortlisted for the Carnegie Medal, 
this unique novel tells its story in 

powerful verse.

If you enjoyed the Noughts & 
Crosses series and The Hate U Give, 

be sure to add this to your list!

PUNCHING THE AIR
IBI ZOBOI AND YUSEF SALAAM

OUT NOW

Why we love it!





Expect Bridgerton-style drama, romance, 
betrayal, and a story that will have you 
enchanted from the very first page…

There’s a reason this series is a 
#1 New York Times bestselling hit!

THE SELECTION SERIES 
KIERA CASS

OUT NOW

Why we love them!

@PARTYLIKEAWORDSTAR 


